
2022
NCTA TEACHING
EAST ASIAN 
LITERATURE
WORKSHOP

July 10-15, 2022 
Bloomington, 
Indiana

Application Deadline: 
March 30, 2022
Participation is limited to 25 teachers.

WORKSHOP FORMAT
The workshop kicks off Sunday, July 10. Each morning 

history professors lead lectures and discussions on specific 
facets of China, Japan, and Korea that are pertinent to the 
literary works covered. Topics discussed include history, 
religion, culture, family and gender, and language.

Each afternoon literature professors discuss the short 
stories, novels, and poetry that participants have read prior 
to arrival at the workshop, focusing on universal as well as 
culture-specific aspects of the works.

After the literature discussions, a high school world 
literature teacher with experience teaching East Asian 
literature acts as curriculum consultant, leading strategy 
sessions on how to teach the works at the high school level.

Participants are also encouraged to attend Chinese, 
Japanese, and Korean cultural activities during the day and 
film viewings in the evenings. 

PARTICIPATION INCLUDES

PARTICIPANT’S RESPONSIBILITIES

* Applications welcome from K-12 World literature and English
teachers. Highest admission priority reserved for high school 
level instructors

TION INCLUDES
• set of Chinese, Japanese, and Korean literary works
• free lodgings and at least one meal a day
• a grant for purchasing East Asian resources for

classroom use
• certificate of participation
• option to earn and purchase 3 graduate credits from IU

ANT’S RESPONSIBILITIESS

ns welcome from K-12 World literature and English
ighest admission priority reserved for high school 
ctors

Click HERE to apply 
or type URL https://hls.indiana.edu/machform/
view.php?id=277953   into a browser

EASC, Indiana University
Hamilton Lugar, School of Global and International Studies 
355 N. Jordan Ave., Bloomington, IN 47405

• $50 non-refundable registration fee upon acceptance of
application, travel expenses to and from Bloomington, up
to two meals a day

• read all works to be covered at workshop prior to arrival
• participate in online discussions on Google prior to the

workshop
• attend all required sessions
• create a lesson plan on a work covered during the

workshop (due five weeks after workshop)
• in the event of cancellation, reimburse EASC for the non-

recoverable costs, of reading materials, and hotel
• notify EASC if email address changes and read ALL emails

for workshop

* We are planning this as an in-person workshop, but in 
the remote case of pandemic closure, we will change it 
to online delivery

Telephone :  (812) 855-3765 
Fax :  (812) 855-7762
E-mail : eascout@indiana.edu

https://hls.indiana.edu/machform/view.php?id=277953
https://easc.indiana.edu/programs/ncta-programs/ncta-summer-literature-workshop.html
https://hls.indiana.edu/machform/view.php?id=277953



